Atlantic Philanthropies Gives $177M to Fight Dementia [VIDEO]

$20M Grant Funds New Institute for HIV Cure Research

Cancer Doc Pursues Science of Cheese-Making

What the Changes in UCSF Health Will Mean For You

Facebook Billionaire Sean Parker Wants to Eliminate Diabetes with UCSF Lab

Keith Yamamoto Named UCSF’s First Vice Chancellor of Science Policy and Strategy

S.F. General Hospital Shows Off New Trauma Medical Center

SFGate | Priscilla Chan, graduate of the UCSF School of Medicine and pediatrician at Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital, and Renee Hsia, an emergency physician and director of health policy studies in the UCSF Department of Emergency Medicine, are quoted

UCSF EXCEL Program Prepares Low-income Residents for Health Care Jobs

San Francisco Chronicle | Diane Sabin, administrative director of UCSF’s Osher Center for Integrative Medicine, and Damon Lew, assistant director of UCSF community relations, are quoted

Campus Announcements

Holiday Deals: Whether you like plays, theme parks, or museums, there are some great discounts available — and some unique seasonal events coming up. Explore featured discounts »

Training in Clinical Research: Members of the UCSF community can register for winter quarter courses in anything from genetic epidemiologic methods to implementation science. The registration deadline is December 14th. Learn more »

Upcoming Events

Starting Up: From PhD to Biotech Entrepreneur
December 1, 2015

Shark Tank: UC Entrepreneurs Pitch Competition Finals
December 2, 2015

2015 Chancellor’s Health Policy Lecture
December 3, 2015

More upcoming events...